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The past and the future collide with relatable sting in Sean Grennan’s charming

dramedy “Now and Then,” currently streaming on “Broadway on Demand” in an

excellent presentation courtesy of the Human Race Theatre Company.
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Turn back time: 5 reasons to see Human Race Theatre’s
‘Now and Then’
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Set in 1981 and 2016 at a Chicago neighborhood bar, this whimsical play takes into

account the redemptive idea of turning back time in order to learn from mistakes and

possibly begin again. Jamie, who is closing up for the night, receives a big surprise

when a last-minute customer enters the bar with an intriguing proposition. The

mysterious guest offers Jamie and his girlfriend Abby $2,000 to sit and have a drink

with him. Eventually, bolstered by the arrival of a second customer, idle small talk

about hopes, dreams, arcade games, baseball, a Gershwin tune, and Miles Davis

evolves into a war of words in which the impossible and unbelievable fuel an

unexpected, emotional time warp whirlwind.

Here are five reasons to see this first-rate production, fluidly directed by Marya Spring

Cordes and coinciding with the Human Race’s 35th birthday.

Credit: ALEXANDER CAPENEKA
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MMUUDDLLIICCKK  TTAAPP  HHOOUUSSEE::  AANN  IINNTTIIMMAATTEE  BBAACCKKDDRROOPP

Grennan’s story of Jamie (Justin McCombs), Abby (Maggie Lou Rader) and two

unnamed strangers (Scott Stoney and Libby Holley Scancarello) was filmed on location

last month at Mudlick Tap House in downtown Dayton. Spacious enough to allow for

efficient camerawork, including effective close-ups, the venue, complete with disco

ball, proves ideal. As the actors fully embrace the setting, including a bar, jukebox,

piano and a few tables and chairs, Shaunn Baker of WorldStage Media, serving as

director of photography, editor and head of film production, expertly assists Cordes in

establishing comfortably intimate realism.

RREEAALL--LLIIFFEE  SSPPOOUUSSEESS  HHEEIIGGHHTTEENN  CCEENNTTRRAALL  RREELLAATTIIOONNSSHHIIPP

Real-life spouses McCombs and Rader, who both have extensive credits with

Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, are inherently and expressively compatible,

bringing effortless chemistry, energy and poignancy to Jamie and Abby’s conflicted

self-discoveries. McCombs’ excitable, animated persona nicely transitions into

agitated concern as Jamie is continually pressed to come to terms with what lies

ahead. The effervescent, humorous Rader fills many moments with skillful

inquisitiveness.

SSiiggnn  uupp  ffoorr  nneewwsslleetttteerrss  ffrroomm  tthhee
DDaayyttoonn  DDaaiillyy  NNeewwss
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SSCCOOTTTT  SSTTOONNEEYY  LLAAYYEERRSS  MMYYSSTTEERRIIOOUUSS  PPOORRTTRRAAYYAALL

Throughout his career, Human Race resident artist and founding member Scott Stoney

has had the good fortune of portraying many larger-than-life roles from Sweeney Todd

to Roy Cohn. However, in this instance, he gives one of his most refreshingly casual,

laidback and low-key performances. He’s particularly able to be ambiguous and

mysterious, crucial attributes providing momentum to Act One, by walking the fine line

between nosey and persistent without seeming creepy or overbearing. And because

of his ability to know how far is too far, Stoney remains engaging, especially as his

character dives into moments of heartbreak and regret.

Credit: ALEXANDER CAPEN
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LLIIBBBBYY  LLAAYYSS  DDOOWWNN  TTHHEE  LLAAWW

Local theatergoers may be familiar with Libby Holley Scancarello from her memorable

appearances with Dayton Playhouse (“The Women”), Clark State College (“The Lion in

Winter”) and Dayton Theatre Guild (a particularly marvelous Birdie Hubbard in “The

Little Foxes”) among others. Here, primarily in great exchanges opposite Stoney, she’s

an earthy, bossy and furious force bringing fine dramatic weight to key scenes,

specifically her character’s reflections on loss and lessons learned. Among her strong

deliveries: “There are smart people who crash and idiots who soar – that’s life.” Well

said, Libby.

Explore The hills are alive! 5 reasons to see La Comedia’s ‘Sound of Music’

MMEEAANNIINNGGFFUULL  IINNSSIIGGHHTTSS

Grennan invites audiences to question whether it’s feasible to correct the past, to

actually consider a do-over in life even if it takes 35 years to come to that realization.

Do you like the person you’ve become? Are you clinging to the importance of having

your legacy leave a mark? Perhaps it’s best to truly treasure the time you have now

rather than dwell on days gone by. Above all, whatever you choose, simply know it’s

never too late to love.

HHOOWW  TTOO  WWAATTCCHH

WWhhaatt:: “Now and Then”

WWhheenn:: Streaming through May 9 on “Broadway on Demand”

CCoosstt::  $25 + $3.95 service charge
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FFoorr  ttiicckkeettss  aanndd  ttoo  vviieeww::  Visit livestream.broadwayondemand.com/human-race/

FFYYII:: Current subscribers will receive an email with their personal link to watch the

show
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